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Danielle Procope

Euzcil Castaneto

The Sole

My Reflection

The greatest feat imaginable is to live free.
But to be alone with no one to converse with,
And walk with, hinders the soul.
We are always reminded of our weaknesses, therefore
We try to stop and heel. But we fall behind
While others run down ahead and we are left
To catch up slowly on foot.
Our soles are left unworn, but our souls are also torn,
And sometimes we lose our footing in reality.

you are
beautiful.
it’s true that your heart
reflects a radiance i’m afraid i’ll never again
capture although
they say that with every
heartbreak comes a deeper and fuller love.
i used to behold you; my intentions
naked like my own self &
i spilled ‘forever’ out of my
lungs and it pushed from
between my lips even though
i knew better.
yet, i don’t regret. none of
the tears or the begging
way i said at the last ‘don’t leave’
and how you didn’t move. didn’t have to.
your heart was already gone.

What is left then? Our bare soles?
What more of it can we give, if
All that is left is laced with indifference
And the unreachable feat of living free?
Or is it defeat. Maybe our sole is where the feat is.
Maybe we should destroy our soles.
But not bury our feats, one foot under another.
Two feet. Four feet. Six feet
Under ourselves.
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Then perhaps the greatest feat imaginable is not
To live free.
But to die tied-up in life.
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i remember and understand now.
that you were my angel for
that time, and although now gone

by your own volition or maybe,
no most definitely, due
to the timing of God,
you will always be in my heart.
can i still say ‘i love you?’
i do mean it. although i
doubt i’ll ever utter it while
i see my reflection swimming in the
brown gold
of your eyes
again.
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